
$6,500 - 687 S Coast Hwy 236, 
MLS® #NDP2402741

$6,500
2 Bedroom, 3.00 Bathroom, 1,708 sqft
Rental

South Coast Highway, , CA

Interest List being formed for mid-March
move-in. Situated in the heart of downtown
Encinitas, this exceptional condo at Pacific
Station stands out! Spanning 1,708 sq ft, it
features a master bedroom and bathroom,
equipped with a spacious walk-in closet, a
separate bedroom with bathroom, a half bath,
an in-unit washer and dryer, and private
storage. The double-paned windows ensure
minimal noise from trains and the outdoors.
Enjoy the convenience of secure, gated
underground parking. The community offers
round-the-clock security patrols within its gated
premises and a communal outdoor lounge for
BBQs and relaxation by the fireplace.
Moreover, you're just a short three-block stroll
to renowned local beaches like Moonlight and
Swami's, with a variety of restaurants, coffee
shops, and boutiques nearby, making your
new home a perfect blend of comfort and
convenience.

Additional Information

County San Diego

Zip 92024

MLS® # NDP2402741

Bedrooms 2

Bathrooms 3

Square Ft 1,708

Neighborhood ENCINITAS (92024)

Garages 2
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